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TechMart Multivendor System
‘What is TechMart?’
TechMart uses the world’s strongest and awarded CMS, i.e. Joomla with the most
powerful e-Commerce extension Virtue-Mart.

TechMart is an online system which shifts the technology from the Online Store to
World’s First "Online Mart". The system not only allows you, but also third party
vendors, wholesalers, manufacturers, etc. directly to sell products or services.
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Features
TechMart is an e-commerce multi-vendor solution designed as an extension as Joomla!content
management systems (CMS). TechMart is written in PHP and requires the MySQL database
environment for storage. It is best suited for low to medium level traffic web-sites.
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Basic Functionalities
 Multiple Vendors, Single Shop:
Multiple vendors are a One Window Online Mall to shop products from different
vendors/manufacturers.

 Live Ordering:
Live ordering system is for live order method for CSRs; it is having multiple options
including sticky notes for paper free environments, late orders blink etc.


Vendor Filtration:
Multiple types of filtrations I.e. Self-Deliverables, & Admin Deliverables are included in
the system that allows the related privileged person to handle accordingly. Vendor may
filter via minimum delivery or categories and also it can be sorted according to the
minimum order. Products can be sorted also for minimum order.

 Report:
TechMart offers reports on Vendor side & Admin Side both. I.e. Revenue reports, order
reports, vendor wise reports.

 Inventory:
TechMart uses Virtue Mart which awarded Inventory system that extend it to filter via
vendor as well.
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Description
TechMart supports an unlimited number of products and categories, with products able
to be assigned to multiple categories. TechMart supports multiple prices for a single
product, based around shopper groups or a quantity range, and permits the use of a
variety of different payment gateways.
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New to TechMart

Notably new to TechMart was the inclusion of the ability to quickly change themes for category,
product, checkout and cart pages. The cart is also integrated with Rapid 3.0, which enables
transaction data to be sent directly from the customer's browser to the payment gateway
without passing through the merchant's systems.
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Main Functionalities
Set your location to deliver.
Vendor mall shops page (All shops will show here as per the location).
Rating of vendors.
Vendor Filter via alphabets
Vendor Shop separate pages
Vendor can featured a product; it will show in slider in vendor shop.
Vendor can set delivery charges as per location
In shop page, product can be filter via categories
Order only for open shops
Vendor can set open time + interval time will close automatically
Open and close shops show separately
Vendor Filter via min delivery
Vendor Filter via Categories
Product and vendor searching by keyword
Show Deals for vendors
Advertisements for products (for admin)
Best Sales product
Allow Additional comments
Additional Prices for each products as per toppings or add-ons
Featured vendor
Vendor separate login
Vendor statistics
Vendor sales report from vendor panel
Add / Product from Vendor panel
Decorate your shop For Vendors
Sales report filter by vendor from admin panel to calculate commission
Extra comments can be added in reports
Live ordering panel for CSRs of online mall
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Live ordering panel for vendor specific
Set status of order will also show on shoppers end
Sticky notes for live ordering for paper free environment
Shopper can track order
Notes management
Advance Inventory Managements
Advance reports in admin panel
Sort via min order
Shopper can save multiple addresses for deliveries
Sticky add to cart
Multiple payment system can be added from admin panel
Discount coupon code for mall
Manufacturer pages (display product via manufacturer)
Facebook Connect

Coming Soon Functionalities
Auto-send payment commissions as per commission rate.
Famous Vendors as per vendor sales points.
Self ordering & non self ordering filtration for vendors
Manufactured based filtration on vendor shop page
IOS,Android & Windows Phone app.

Open Your Mall Now!

